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ABSTRACT
Pervasive computing and Internet of Things (IoT) have recently received considerable interest to deploy solutions for the future
Internet. Smart environments are integrated with Semantic Web to provide context-awareness to the processed information. Self-learning
techniques have been adopted within smart solutions for efficient retrieval of data but do not process data with privacy parameters
for in-place authorization. To overcome this issue, we present a novel approach of deploying access control as a service mechanism
within Semantic Web based smart environment by using eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). The proposed XACML
as a Service (XACMLaaS) approach offers fine-grained access control for protecting information within smart environment. In this paper,
we have defined mathematical rules for each components of proposed access control service layer. These rules are for implementation
of access control using XACML. The proposed approach allows the adaptation of authorization of information at component level and
provides scalable solution for authorization policies and rule enforcement within smart environment.

☞ keyword : Access Control, Smart Environment, Semantic Web, XACML.

1. Introduction
Smart information has become a vital resource with the
deployment of heterogeneous smart sensors and devices over
Internet. The emergence of wireless sensor networks within
smart environment aims to provide “anytime-anywhere” computing
[1]. This hype brings together pervasive computing paradigm
and Ambient Intelligence (AmI) to the IoT and, support users
of smart environment with seamless accessibility and provision
with personalized adaptiveness to personal information.
Traditionally, smart environment utilizes back-end network
infrastructure and state-of-art interoperable data processing
techniques to incorporate AmI [2]. However, the heterogeneity
in infrastructure demands for consistent ways to uniformly
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process information. The semantically correct and sound
information is essential for intelligent decision-making.
Semantic Web technologies contextually process information
with consistency [3]. The raw data acquired from a smart device
is transformed into Resource Description Framework (RDF),
the standard data model for Semantic Web. The interoperability
issues are managed with use of REST-full APIs for HTTP [4].
The contextual meaning comes by adding ontology to RDF data
using Web Ontology Languages (OWL). The use of defined
ontologies over information gives ease in data accessibility
which further inevitably needs privacy protection and security.
For candid accessibility, information needs to be protected by
access control. XACML is an XML based access control
language which is standardized by OASIS [5]. Decisions to
access information like permit or deny are made on bases of
set of XACML policies [6].
In order to provide an effective protection to information,
we present a novel approach to incorporate access control
policies with embedded context-awareness. In this research, we
present a prototype layered architecture for Semantic Web based
Smart Environment (SWSE). We focus on providing authorized
access by in-place component service layer. The main
contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:
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∙ A novel approach to incorporate access control authorization
as a service layer within a Semantic Web based smart
environment for authorized information handling.
∙ A novel approach of XACMLaaS by utilizing XACML
components as a service mechanisms.
∙ We provide an inter-operative information filter procedure
with an independent policy enforcement mechanism
through XACML components.
∙ Our proposed service layer offers policy enforcement
mechanism between layers of user application and
information storage.
∙ The paper also showcase a dedicated usecase environment
as Semantic Web based Smart Education Environment
(SWSEE) with proposed access control authorization as
a service.

2. RELATED WORK
Recently, a number of researchers worked on authorized
access control over cloud platforms. “Authorization as a
Service” was first used by Lang [7] and was proposed for
providing model driven security. Another study on XACML
standard and its use as service over cloud was made by Laborde
et al [8]. However, up to our knowledge no works has been
proposed for ensuring access control authorization as a service
for Semantic Web based smart environment.
S-CRETA [9], provides use of a real-time AmI system for
a smart classroom. The assistance system exploits the use of
ontologies to model the context and extract information to use
it for machine learning, further targets for high-level activity
recognition. However, this work is not highlighting any aspect
of privacy in smart learning. Cadenhead et al. [10] gave
approach of access control security over RDF graphs. Their
work is targeted towards assured information sharing operated
over cloud infrastructure. Alfredo et al. [11] gave idea of access
control at triple level. The work focused on access control to
synchronize simultaneous accessibility to shared RDF resources
in a multi-agent system. However, authors did not consider its
application within smart environment. Khadilkar et al. [12]
studied about information sharing and privacy in private clouds.
The approach incorporated XACML with Semantic Web
techniques, however, not well applicable over smart
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environment architecture because of additional runtime
processing of ontology based information over device data.
Unlike the above mentioned approaches, in this research we
are giving an innovative approach to exploit the semantic
information obtained from physical IoT devices and protecting
it by using access control authorization as a service in a layer
framework.

3. SEMANTIC WEB BASED SMART
ENVIRONMENT
3.1 CONTEXT-AWARENESS USING
RDF/OWL
In Semantic Web, RDF provides an open solution for
describing data as information and their possible aggregation
for future knowledge inference. The heterogeneous data is
processed and changed into information by added context using
OWL/RDF. Context ontology of this information makes it able
to be utilized for querying, inferencing and reasoning. Raw data
acquired from a smart device goes towards RDF transformation
and ontology annotations. The transformation of data into RDF
is out of scope of this paper, hence not discussed in detail.
The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology provided by
W3C is best candidate for modeling sensory information in
domain of smart environment [13]. This ontology serves as a
prototype ontology for Semantic Web based smart environment.

3.2 MOTIVATION
Information sharing in smart environment is considered
unsafe as being sensitive for malicious activities. The
information over Semantic Web is available with no restricted
access and authorization, which leads security and privacy
issues. In a typical data-centric smart environment, some basic
principles for legitimacy are confidentiality and integrity of
information. Confidentiality means privacy of valuable
information and, integrity ensures protection of information
from tempering.
Implementing an access control authorization over smart
environment, offers privacy and ensures integrity through
authorized access to information. An environment with efficient
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smart devices must be protected by access control as a service
against malicious activities. In real world scenario, attacks can
be generated from any open point within environment, devices,
communication channels, ports, interface, web service etc. An
overview of a few possible security threats is given here:
3.2.1 External Threats
Smart environment manages information mainly about users
and devices. The smart environment needs to maintain an
authorization layer to prevent external attacks. Some threat
scenarios which needs to be highly considered are discussed
here as follows:
Threat 1: Unauthorized Environment Management
Smart devices which operate within smart environment are
manually installed and managed by actors involved in smart
environment. Device management is made via associated user
interface or by automated system modules. The accessibility
to device management system needs to be authorized to prevent
external attacks and undesired tempering of system resources
and their behavior.
Threat 2: Unauthorized External Data Access
Smart environment holds confidential data of its users and
smart devices. External attackers might try to penetrate within
the system and avail unauthorized access to stored data, leads
towards data tempering for introducing malicious behavior and
possible illegal redistribution. Smart environment needs to
provide authorized access mechanism as service at every level
of information accessibility to prevent illegitimate usage.
Threat 3: Tempering and devastation
Smart environment can experience devastation on application
level, device management level, as well on data storage level.
Remote users, if gets unauthorized access can involve easily
in cyber-criminal activities such as DDOS and remote
monitoring. There is a definite need of providing service based
privacy mechanism for intrusion prevention.

protected physically and are seen as a big loophole. Once, a
system component is compromised with illegal accessibility, it
can produce malicious data for undesirable activities. Providing
access control as a service module to device system level is
essential to protect such internal invasions.
Threat 4: Information integrity
Malicious data sent from a single device can result in
unexpected malfunctioning of overall smart environment. The
integrity of information coming from smart devices needs to
be well monitored. Access control service may possibly be
utilized for ensuring authorized device utilization on component
level.
Threat 5: Unauthorized internal information leakage
Internal users may act illegitimately once they by-pass their
assigned roles. The authorized access acts as an initial barrier
to overcome various internal threats.

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
4.1 XACMLaaS: ACCESS CONTROL
AUTHORIZATION AS A SERVICE
For the authorization dissemination throughout smart
environment architecture, we have used XACML as basic policy
defining language. We have proposed approach of policy
specification and execution which includes description of
resource and its attributes, and retrieval of description using
SPARQL querying approach with enforced policy decisions.
The architecture of XACML mechanism is flexible to
incorporate access control solutions from Attribute Based
Access Control (ABAC), Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
or Policy Based Access Control (PBAC). To best of our
knowledge, the mentioned policies related to XACML are yet
not integrated to smart environment with Semantic Web
technologies. The architecture of access control service layer
using XACML components is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.2.2 Internal Threats
Several internal threats within smart environment may
initiate with unrestricted open access to system resources. In
a pervasive environment, the restricted components cannot be
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Figure 1. Access Control Service Layer
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Each component of this access control service layer offers
different set of rules to grant access to information which is
termed as resource from this point. The access control rules
enforced by each component are defined using mathematical
definitions as follows.

Definition 1. Deny Override
For resource authorization, if there is any denial of operation
over resource then all decision over that operation will be
denied.
If any resource

is partially denied to be accessed that

means ( = ) then, single decision is made as:
4.1.1 Policy Information Point (PIP):
This component serves as a source for identifying values
of XACML access request attributes. If there are missing
attributes in the request sent from PEP, then PIP identifies them
before the PDP evaluates the policy.
In a smart environment given with n resources, m users,
and set of four actions (read, write, edit and delete), we have
a maximum of  × 

possible permissions, while

associated with user we have maximum of  ×  × 
. In order to show the operations performed by PIP, we define
possible set of actions as below:
∙ Let ‘T’ be a set of RDF resources.
∙ Then, set of ‘T’ are closed under operations of Select⊙,
Create⊎, Append⊕, and Delete⊗.
∙ Let ‘Q’ be a SPARQL query made over ‘T’.
∙ Let ‘T1’ is queried RDF resource and ‘Q1’ is query made
over ‘T1’, then we have four (04) possible actions as:

 ×  ⊙  
 ×   ⊎   
3. Append:  ×  ⊕  
4. Delete:  ×  ⊗  
1. Select:

2. Create:

4.1.2 Policy Decision Point (PDP):
This component evaluates applicability of an access control
policy over a resource and returns an authorization decision
to the PEP. In order to process PDP, set of rules are to be
defined and their variables are used as follows:

· Let ‘ ’ be a permit, ‘ ’ be a partial Deny and, ‘ ’
be a full Deny, for request over resource ‘ ’.
∙ Let ‘ ’ be False, ‘ ’ be True, to show availability of
resource.
∙ Let ‘ ’ be Immediate and ‘ ’ be Not-applicable, over
action ‘ ’ and, giving multiple decisions as ‘ ’.
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Similarly, multiple decisions are made as:

Definition 2. Immediate Applicable
If resource is available for access and unambiguously gives
permit/deny for all operations than action taken is immediate
for permit/deny. Similarly, if resource is not available then
action is immediate given for not-applicable request. If any
resource R is available i.e.
permitted, i.e.

and multiple decision are

then action is immediate i.e.

Similarly, if any resource

is not available i.e.

then action is immediate and not-applicable. i.e.

Definition 3. Only One Applicable
This rule evaluates all policies to conclude final evaluation.
∙ All policies are evaluated and none is applicable on a
resource than there is not-applicable decision for all
operation request on that resource.
∙ All policies are evaluated and more than one is applicable
on resource then decision is immediate.
∙ All policies are evaluated and only one is applicable on
resource then action is evaluated on only that single policy.
These are given here as:
∙ If for all decision, there need to be an action.
, and there are some decisions which
, then all actions are
are Not-applicable
Not-applicable over that resource. i.e.
.
∙ If for all decision, there need to be an action i.e.
, and there are some decisions which
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are applicable
over resource. i.e.

, then all actions are immediate

∙ If for all decision, there need to be an action i.e.

.
Definition 6. If ruling from PDP is not found then filter
‘F’ passes request as False, and forwards query deny to query
engine, i.e.

, and all decisions are applicable

.

then all actions are immediate over resource. i.e.
4.1.4 Environment Attributes and User/Role
Store:
Definition 4. Permits Override
This rule works as if set of policy evaluates on permit, then
action is immediately set to permit, while if all policy sets are
not applicable then action is immediately not-applicable.
For resource ‘ ’, if there is some decision, for which there
then, for all decisions
are permit action, i.e.
there is an immediate permission, i.e.
.
Similarly, for all decisions, for which there are
Not-applicable actions, i.e.
then, for all decisions
there is an immediate Not-applicable decision, i.e.

These two components acts as storage for information about
attributes, users, roles and groups.

4.2 LAYERED ARCHITECTURE OF SEMANTIC
WEB BASED SMART ENVIRONMENT
The overall architecture for Semantic Web based smart
environment, with multiple layers for information processing
and management is illustrated in Figure 2. The architecture is
partially implemented using Java based tools for Semantic Web
toolkit – Apache Jena, ARQ, TDB and Fuseki [14]. The details
of each layer is given as follows:

.
4.2.1 Semantics Layer:
4.1.3 Policy Enforcement Point (PEP):
This entity performs access control authorization by working
over decision requests and enforce policy decisions for
authorized access to a resource. The SPARQL query request
from query endpoint will be serviced after authorization by PEP.
PEP sends XACML request to the PDP and receives decision
for authorization i.e. permit or deny access to a resource, and
acts on the query request.
All rulings from PDP are enforced by PEP based on filters
for decision of pass or fail the request further to SPARQL query
engine for further query processing, based on following definitions.
1) Let ‘F’ be the Filter having value ‘True’ or ‘False’.
2) Let there be ‘Permit’ or ‘Deny’ from PEP to query engine
for entertaining query request further along.
Definition 5. If ruling from PDP is found then filter ‘F’
passes request as True, and forwards query permit to query
engine, i.e.
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Semantics Wrapper
Semantics wrapper is a Java component created using RDF
APIs for mapping raw data from smart devices and formatting
it into meaningful. The RDF data is forwarded to semantics
aggregator.
Semantics Aggregator
This component gathers RDF triples and has the capability
to aggregate different triples and store as new triples in the
triple database. The aggregator is also responsible to generate
rule based triples with re-gathering and merging values from
existing triples.
4.2.2 Database Layer:
Triple Database(TDB) Stores and Mediator
The RDF triples are stored in a Jena TDB store and Mediator
is used to implement higher level services for synchronization
of RDF information.
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Figure 2. Access Control Authorization as a Service in Semantic Web based Smart Environment

4.2.3 Access Control Service Layer:
This layer utilizes XACML in Java-based tools to enforce
authorization as a service for ensuring privacy of information.
The PEP module receives SPARQL query request from end
user application and authenticates the role of user after it
receives authorization decisions from PDP. The PDP evaluates
the authorization decision for resource attribute and return it
to PEP.
4.2.4 Application Server Layer:
SPARQL Query Engine
The triples from TDB are queried using SPARQL queries.
The query engine acts as a HTTP local host server and supports
to give access to query endpoints using RESTful services. The
server layer hosts multiple query engines to support distributed
smart environment.
PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) Instance
The instance of PEP is hosted over server and query request
made from user interface layer is directed towards this module
for user authentication and authorization. In distributed smart
environment, there exist multiple instances of PEP for
concurrent access control.
4.2.5 User Interface Layer:
Semantic Web Application
This application is created using Fuseki, which provides
SPARQL server to be accessed by end users. It accepts queries
and forwards to query engine. Permission to process query is
provided after permit decision is evaluated at PEP at access
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control service layer.
Smart Device Controller Application
This is Java application to enforce event-based actions or
time-based queries using query engine. Using the obtained RDF
results, it generates rule-based decisive commands for smart
devices, and manage behavior of connected smart sensors and
devices.

5. SEMANTIC WEB BASED SMART
EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT
(SWSEE): A USECASE SCENARIO
In order to encapsulate the feasibility of access control as
a service in smart environment, we present transition of “smart
education environment” to “Semantic Web based Smart
Education Environment (SWSEE)”. Figure 3 highlights the key
domains and scope of SWSEE. The features of smart
environment are inhibited for procurement of smart education
through utilization of heterogeneous smart devices.
Traditionally smart education environment enables data
sharing among different connected devices through web services
via Internet and mobile communication. However, proposed
SWSEE aims to share device data in RDF format by using
Semantic Web’s REST-full services. The data representation as
RDF enables its utilization for reasoning and inferencing based
on associated ontology [15, 16]. The inferred decisions can be
used in isolation by desired smart environment audience or as
event-based decision rules to exhibit controlled device output.
The proposed layered architecture of XACMLaaS when
applied as SWSEE would be practiced by a Semantic Web
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application whose targeted role audience broadly includes:
teacher, student and administrative staff. Kim et al. [17] in their
research have explored smart literacy standards and discussed
about smart learning environment. Yet, there is a huge lapse
of access control at this level of information sharing. The
combination of attribute and role based access control is
required for secure information sharing within SWSEE, which
is effectively possible with XACMLaaS.
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